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summary:
Following

the solution of the

Laplace equat10n in terms of a Fourier-

Bessel expansion, a new operator for the estimation of the second deri
vative in the space domain
qridded data

has been deduced.

and uses the average value

The operator applies to

of the potential field

along

three rings around each grid point. The radii have been chosen to offer
more grid points

along their corresponding rings, thus increasing the

valid1ty of the average value

along them.

The operator 1S applied to

a set of data artificially constructed from a realistic model with the
addition of a steep reglonal trend

and a strong random n01se.

The re

suIts are compared to the equivalent ones from other second derivative
operators applied also in the space domain.

1.

Introduction

Following the descrlpt10n of

Henderson and zietz (1949), the value of

the second vertical derivative

at each point of gridded data is given

by the equation
3'1 ll. T /

where,

~

3

z't =

E·

~.

k'L

"

A
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)

k

are the positive roots of the n degree Bessel function of the

k

first order :

J~

(Po·a) =0
k

(a

which the anomaly is assumed

is a large distance

from the point

to effectively become zero).
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A

at

are co

efficiants calculated from the equation
.6T( r) =
~s

.6T(r)

the average value

The data

are

is calculated
l~e

which

k

I; A,'Jo l~ ·r)
1<.... 4."
I.

as~umed

of the anomaly

to lie

as the mean

on each ring.

r = 0 ) equation (2)

2
along a

on a plane at z = O.
of the anomaly values

For

K different radii

results in a system of K

r~ng

of radius r .

In practice
at the

.6T(r)

grid points

(including the radius
simultaneous equations

The values of AI. are cal

of K unknowns, namely the coefficiants Ak'
culated as
1>. It. = ( l /D) .

i ..k

II.
I; (
k~i

-1)

,

.6T ( ri) . Hil<

(

where D is the value of the determinant IJo

(~.ri

I<.

3 )
) I, k,i=I, ... ,K and Mil,

is the value of the minor determinant, which comes from the above one

(3)

of the row i and column k.

elim~nation

by the
in

subst~tutlng

equation

(I), one gets the second derivative value at a grid point:

fJ'J..6T/~Z'l = i.,~,
~ W·.6T(r.)
L

( 4 )

Where,

w· :::

(1 /D)

L

From equatlon (5)

K
I;

1.=4.

i"k

(-1) • ~ . Hi.It
I<

the weighting factors

(5

we for different radli confi

quratlons (the" vanishHlg" distance a. can also be changed) are calcu
lated.

2.

Discusslon

The second vertlcal derivative of potential fields
tool

has been used as a

for pointing out disturbancies (anomalies) of the field for for

ty years.

In the literature

there are several versions of equation (

4) proposed by different authors, which differ in the way they
the data.

Discussions

Nettleton (1971),

of the different formulae

Fuller (1967) and

Mesko (1966).

confo~

have been given

by

The problems

in
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the calculation of the
method

second derivative through

arise from the fact,

the above described

that a continuous potential field

is re

presented by discrete values at the grid points. The finer the grid be
comes,

the more

the grid

accurate this

representation is.

spacing though, tends to

The reduction

emphasize the small details of the

potential field , when a second derivative operator

i~

data, since these operators

use generally

vals

different field features

(the degree

depends

to which

on the relation

a size

In the present work it
ring
and

to study

the consequences

crease of the radii
rings;

emphasized

is therefore kept to

(or sought) anomalies.

was tried to increase

to about four grid units

are

to the diameter of tbe

The.grid interval

commensurate to the exPected

applied to the

radii up to two grid inter

of their dimensions

more heavily weighted rings).

of

the radius of the outer

(the inner radii

are also

increased),

on an artificial set of·data.

The 1n

allowss more grid points to lie on the equ1valent

thus their distribution becomes more even, and the operator is

less influenced by d1rect1onal1ty. The increase of the number of points
along each ring is also expected to reduce the effect of random errors
(noise) 1n the data.
radii),

The radii of the rings

(also the square

the corresponding weightinq factors, and

of tbe

the total number of

pOlnts along each of them are as follows :

w-l

r 1 :::0

r z =2.24

1.50

-2.55

1.1!l

r~

=3.06

N·l

1

8

12

r·

0

5

(9+10)/2

~

The

"vanishing"

from ten

distance

a

r q =4.18
-U.13

12
(17+18)/2

was also increased to twenty grid units

assumed in Henderson and zletz (1949).

The artificial set of data constructed

simulates

the magnetic effect
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of a buried ancient road's corner.
The outer sides

of the corner

bur1ed under 1m of soil,

The road is

1m thicX and 3m wide.

are 8 and 10 meters long.

The road is

and has a susceptib11ity contrast of -0.0025

(81 system) with the surrounding soil.

Inclination and declinat10n of

the magnetic vector were assumed to be

54 and 2 degrees respect1vely,

in accordance

with the present situation in Greece.

view and its magnetic effect
ly has

are shown in fig.la.

minimum and maximum values of -12 and +6 nT

The model's plan
The produced anoma
respectively.

To

the calculated model values were added: (a) a second degree" regional"
change of 5 nT/m, ranging from 100 to 300 nT, and (b) a noise

ranging

from -10 to +10 nT. Such data, if original, would rp.present a difficult
not very probable case.

The resulting magnetic map is seen in fig.1b.
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F1g. 1. (al Plan view of a vertical sided prism s1mulating a bur1ed
road corner and 1ts aagnetic effect.
(b) The magnetic anomaly aap after the add1tion of regional
trend and random noise.
Four different

second derivative space domain operators

were applied

to the constructed data. These are: (a) the Henderson and Zietz (1949)
equation 13 operator,

(b) the Rosenbach (1953)

(e) the EIXins (1951) equation 15 operator, and
290

equation 16

operator,

(d) the Peters (1949)
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equat10n 27 operator. In order to examine the degree to which the noise
affects the operators, they were also applied to a smoothed version of
the data produced by a five pOlnt running average filter. The resulting
second derivatlvE:. maps are shown ln f1g.
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Fig. 2. Second derivatlve map produced by the Henderson operator
ap
plied: ( a) on the "origlnal" set of data, (b) on the smooth
ed set of data.
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fig. 3. Second derivative map produced by the Rosenbach op~rator ap
pIled; (a) on the "orlqinal" set of data, (bl on the smooth
ed set of data.
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Fig. 4. Second derivative map produced by the Elkins operator appli·
ed: (a) on the ·original" set of data, (b) on the smoothed
set of data.
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Fig. 5. Second der1vative map produced by the Peters operator app11·
ed: (a) on the "original" set of data, (b) on the smoothed
set of data.

The Henderson and Zietz, and Rosenbach operators gave similar results.
This was expected
to the
frolll the

since their frequency responce is similar and close

theoretical one

(FUller 1967, Mesko 1966).

The maps produced

"original" data are rich in short wavelengths.
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The anomaly

produced by the road's corner 1s indicated on the .aps by the stippled
lows.

These lows fora a right

an~le,

which shows a clockwise rotation

of 20-30 degrees 1n relation to the anomaly produced by the model (fig.

1a).

The results from the smoothed data

are obviously better.

The

.aps are more clear and the anomaly's orientation is close to the real
one, although
tbe

the angle looks wider

than 90 degrees.

Peters operators act as band pass filters.

case

of the Elkins

.odel

1s indicated

operator, the right angle
by the turn of the

version) contour line.
~gle

This turn

The Elkins and

(FUller 1961).

In the

on the anomaly

of the

-8 units (-6 for the smoothed

1s about 90 degrees.

but again its

orientation angle shows a clockwise rotation of about 20 degrees.

Tbe • original" and smoothed versions of the data produce very similar
results

by using the

Elkins and

Peters

operators.

The latter are

tbought to be the best of the four known operators examined up to now.
Tbe three

stippled lows

fo~

an angle

quite close to 90 degrees and

its orientation is better than the previous ones,
ent a

sl~qht

although it is evid

rotation again.

Tbe way, in which the new introduced operator transformed the data, is
seen in

f~qures

6a and 6b.

The three lows form a right angle and the

orientation is almost ideal. The output from the smoothed data is very
clear and almost the only feature on it is the

·organized·

(negative

values surrounded by positive ones) second derivative anomaly, indicat
ing the presence of a real anomaly in the data.

The frequency response

of the new operator is shown in figure 1.
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Fig. 6. Second derivative map produced by the new derived operator
applied: (a) on the "original" set of data, (h) on the smoo
thed set of data.
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Frequency response of the new second derivative operator.

It is believed, that the perf0:nDance of the new operator on the artlfi
ciall y

constructed set of data is encourag1ng, and that it can be

cesfully employed

6UC

in the search of archaeological sites, where orient

ation is important, but in other cases as well.
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